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An Analysis of the Lightning Jump Algorithm
Using the GOES-16 Geostationary Lightning Mapper

The objective of this study is to implement the two-sigma lightning jump
algorithm (LJA), initially developed using Lightning Mapping Arrays (LMAs), with
GOES-16 Geostationary Lightning Mapper (GLM) flashes, evaluate its performance,
and identify any needed adjustments to the algorithm to optimize operational skill.
The GLM is projected to have lower detection efficiency (DE) (70-90 percent) than
operational LMAs (95-99 percent). The reduced GLM DE coupled with the coarser
spatial resolution of the GLM could have impacts on flash rates and trends that could
affect the LJA in various ways. The LJA between the two systems are looked at in
both a context of severe storm reports and the radar intensity metrics of MESH and
VIL. Initial comparisons between the GLM and LMA on a subset of 5 severe and
2 non-severe storms show a number of differences in flash rates and trends between
the two. These differences are maximized in extraordinarily intense storms with high
flash rates in the LMA. It was found that LMA was better correlated with MESH
(VIL) at 0.498 (0.484) than the GLM was at 0.225 (0.238). Flash rate differences
affected the jumps using the two lightning measurement systems in various ways with
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Lightning’s relation to severe weather has been studied at least as far back as
the 1960’s (Kohl 1962; Stanford et al. 1971; Goodman et al. 1988; MacGorman et al.
1989). The non-inductive charging mechanism for electrification of thunderstorms has
been widely accepted as the primary charging mechanism in linking lightning and severe weather due to its consistent ability to predict expected behavior in laboratory,
observational, and modeling studies. In non-inductive charging, thunderstorm electrification is achieved due to collisions and subsequent charge separation of graupel
and small hail particles with ice crystals in the presence of supercooled liquid water
(Takahashi 1978; Saunders et al. 2006). A key result of Goodman et al. (1988) and
MacGorman et al. (1989) was that measurements of total lightning are needed to
asses the link between lightning and severe weather as there were no trends found in
cloud-to-ground measurements only.
More recent advancements in technology have brought forth Lightning Mapping Arrays (LMAs) (Rison et al. 1999) that can detect 90% or greater of total
lightning (intra-cloud and cloud-to-ground lightning flashes) using an array of Very
High Frequency (VHF) sensors within a 125 km range of the center of the array
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(Chmielewski and Bruning 2016). Total flash rate data is a key in linking severe
weather to lightning production (Schultz et al. 2011). Using these total flash rate
measurements from LMAs an automated algorithm, named the Lightning Jump Algorithm (LJA), was developed with the purpose of predicting severe weather by measuring rapid, two-sigma increases in total lightning (Schultz et al. 2009). The largest
drawback of this algorithm is due to the high costs of building and maintaining LMAs,
coupled with their limited field of views (FOVs) of only up to 125 km, that there are
very few places the LJA can actually be implemented.
With the 2016 launch of the Geostationary Lightning Mapper (GLM) on board
the GOES-16 satellite there is now access to hemispheric total flash rate data. Despite
coarser spatial resolution versus LMA coupled with other potential challenges for the
GLM such as; flashes with a bright background during the day, low altitude flashes,
and accurately separating relatively small flashes in higher flash rate storms, the
GLM is theorized to detect 70%-90% of total lightning (Goodman et al. 2013). Due
to its relatively high detection efficiency (DE) given its wide FOV, the GLM is a good
candidate to apply the LJA to in the near-future.
Remembering that the LJA was originally built and tested to run on LMA
networks it is important to understand the differences between LMAs and the GLM
and how they work with the LJA. With the lower DE of the GLM due to the aforementioned reasoning, the two instruments are also measuring completely different
properties of lightning. LMA detects sources of very high frequency (VHF) electromagnetic radiation produced by lightning, while satellite based instruments, like the
GLM, detect optical radiation produced by lightning (Nag et al. 2015). Due to these
2

differences it is important to compare and understand the differences in the GLM
vs LMA flash rates and trends to identify any needed adjustments to the LJA to
optimize operational skill of the LJA with the GLM.

3

Chapter 2

BACKGROUND

2.1

2.1.1

Non-Inductive Charging

Overview
The non-inductive charging mechanism is the leading charging process that

explains the majority of observed and modeled electrical and lightning behavior in
thunderstorm (Takahashi 1978; Baker and Dash 1994; Saunders et al. 2006). In noninductive charging the separation of charged particles and consequent electrification
of a storm is done in the absence of a background electric field. This separation of
charge is caused by collisions of small ice crystals and small hail and/or graupel in the
presence of supercooled water (Takahashi 1978). It is theorized that in the presence
of supercooled water that there exists a quasi-liquid layer on ice particles, and during
collisions there is a transfer of mass through this layer that leads to opposite polarities
of the particles involved in the collision (Baker and Dash 1994; Saunders et al. 2006).
Theories on how it is determined which particle gets which charge and how that leads
to thunderstorm electrification will be explored further in this section.
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2.1.2

Charging of Particles
Takahashi (1978) was one of the first attempts at measuring which particle

will get which polarity in the non-inductive charging mechanism. Laboratory cold
room experiments were conducted that simulated thunderstorm conditions with both
ice and supercooled drops existing in the chamber with electric probes measuring
the electric field. It was found during these experiments that to produce charge
high enough for thunderstorm electrification that ice and supercooled water had to
coexist in the chamber. This led to sensitivity studies to identify the polarity of
charge transferred to graupel during collisions with ice crystals in the presence of
supercooled water.
Takahashi postulated that cloud water content and temperature both played
a role in determining particle polarity after collisions. This is later found to be
due to the effect these two variables have on the physical structure of the particles
and theoretical quasi-liquid layers (Baker and Dash 1994; Saunders et al. 2006). The
colliding particles were split into two categories: the rimer (small hail and/or graupel)
and the impactor (deposition ice). Due to the nature of the electric probes used,
only the polarity of the rimers were captured, and it was assumed the impactors had
opposite polarity. It was found that both cloud water content and temperature played
a role in post-collision polarities. It was shown that in general rimers take a negative
charge except outside of a region of modest to high cloud water content (roughly .2
to 2 gm−3 depending on the study) collocated with cold temperature from -10 ◦ C to
-30 ◦ C.

5

Figure 2.1: A figure from Saunders et al. (2006) showing the boundaries found
between positive and negative polarities for rimers post-impact for various laboratory
experiments. The solid line is Saunders et al. (2006), the solid line broken by dots
is Pereyra et al. (2000), the dotted line is Takahashi (1978), and the dashed line is
Saunders and Peck (1998).

Given the results of Takahashi (1978) it was important to try and understand
physically why there was a change in polarity of the rimer based off of the background cloud water content and temperature during collisions. Baker et al. (1987)
proposed a theory that relative diffusional growth rates, which change due to background thermodynamics such as temperature and water content, of impacting ice
surfaces determined charge polarity. It was hypothesized that whichever ice particle
was growing faster via diffusion during impact would become the positively charged
particle. Williams et al. (1991) and Saunders et al. (2001) looked at accretion and supersaturation respectively during this process and came to conclusions that reinforced
the relative growth rate hypothesis.
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Since the original study of Takahashi (1978), there have been additional laboratory studies to try and reinforce and refine the initial findings of rimer charge
polarity with temperature, cloud water content, and other properties related to characteristics of the ice and cloud water (e.g., Saunders and Peck 1998; Pereyra et al.
2000; Saunders et al. 2006). Figure 2.1 shows the result of all of these studies on one
chart. The biggest takeaway from this figure is that there appears to be a reversal of
polarity starting at temperatures ranging from -10 ◦ C to -18 ◦ C that could possibly
be absent at higher cloud water contents.

2.1.3

Charge Structure
Knowing the physical basis of initial charge separation and that the polarity

of the rimer versus impactor changes based on temperature and cloud water content, it is important to try and understand the way charge is structured throughout
a thunderstorm. The leading hypothesis is that charge structure is determined by
gravitational sedimentation caused by differential particle vertical motions which is
due to a combination of vertical motions within the storm caused by the storm’s updraft and differing particle fall speeds. Ice, small hail, and graupel have differing sizes
and densities and thus the differing terminal fall speeds. Gravitational sedimentation
aided by vertical motions then separates the charge in the storm scale into regions of
net positive and negative charge (Williams and Lhermitte 1983). Conceptually there
would be expected a region of positive charge at upper levels and negative charge at
mid to low levels due to the lighter and normally positively charged ice crystals being
lofted higher than heavier and normally negatively charged small hail and graupel.
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This hypothesis was reinforced by in situ measurements from aircraft in storms in
Montana shortly after (Gardiner et al. 1985). In later studies a tripole structure was
hypothesized starting with an upper positively charged region, a middle negatively
charged region, and lower positive charged region. The lower positive charged region
was hypothesized to occur due to the positive charging of larger graupel and small hail
particles, which usually occur at warmer temperatures lower in the storm (Jayaratne
et al. 1983; Williams 1989).
While the tripole structure is still considered the idealized conceptual model
of charge structure in a normal thunderstorm, many recent studies have shown that
charge structure is a lot more complex. A study using electric field soundings through
the convective regions of thunderstorms found the charge structures can be much
more complex and consist of more than just three charge regions (Stolzenburg et al.
1998). A more recent numerical cloud modeling study shows just how complex charge
can be in thunderstorms given non-inductive charging and gravitational sedimentation (Mansell et al. 2005). A study using measurements from LMAs and simulated measurements shows that there are many different combinations of dipole and
tripole structures seen in storms and those that deviate from the conceptual positivenegative-positive model are dubbed to be of anomalous polarity (Bruning et al. 2014).

2.1.4

Relation to Thunderstorm Intensity
As a thunderstorm becomes more intense there are kinematic and microphys-

ical properties of the storm that can lead to the enhancement of the non-inductive
charging process within the storm. As an updraft increases in strength there should
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be an increase in the size of the mixed phased updraft due to an increase in supercooled water being lofted by the updraft. Additionally, there is an increase in ice,
graupel, and small hail with increasing updraft intensity (Carey and Rutledge 1996).
There is also an increase in turbulence with increasing updraft strength due to larger
horizontal gradients of vertical motion (Holton 2004). With increased turbulence and
supercooled and ice particles, conceptually it should increase the amount of collisions
within the storm and thus increase the overall charge (Bruning and MacGorman
2013). The next section will dive deeper into the link between non-inductive charging
and thunderstorm intensity.

2.2

Lightning’s Relation to Severe Weather

Early studies in relating lightning to severe weather showed little utility in
using cloud-to-ground lightning measurements, but hinted at maybe a stronger correlation between total lightning and severe weather (Kohl 1962; Stanford et al. 1971;
Goodman et al. 1988; MacGorman et al. 1989; Carey and Rutledge 1998). As newer
technology evolved there were improvements in measuring the total lightning of the
storm. Williams et al. (1999) was one of the first studies that quantified total lightning
flash counts to the occurrence of severe weather over a larger sample. It was found
in this study that there were peaks in flash rates between 5 and 20 minutes prior to
severe weather reports on the ground. This study also coined the “lightning jump”
term and defined it as “abrupt increases in flash rate in advance of the maximum
flash rate for the storm”.
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Following this landmark study there was an increase in the quality and amount
of LMAs that map total lightning using VHF sensors (Rison et al. 1999). This
advancement in technology has allowed for more in depth studies linking lightning to
thunderstorm intensity. Deierling et al. (2008) looked at total lightning measurements
and thunderstorm updraft characteristics with multi-Doppler radar. They found there
was a high correlation (r = 0.93) between total updraft volume and total lightning,
also there were positive, but not as high, correlations between maximum updraft
velocity and total flash rate (r = 0.69).
Dual-polarization radar studies also showed high correlations between total
flash rates and graupel mass and updrafts greater than or equal to 10 ms−1 in the
-10 ◦ C to -40 ◦ C range (Carey and Rutledge 1996, 2000; Schultz et al. 2015, 2017).
Figure 2.2 shows a total flash rate time series with various microphysical and kinematic properties of the updraft from Schultz et al. (2015). It is important to note
from this figure that increases in updraft characteristics tended to precede increases
in total lightning on the order of 5-10 minutes.
Lastly, other studies have also linked total flash rates to radar intensity metrics
as it is easier to validate without needing to be in a close baseline multi-Doppler
lobe for updraft microphysics and kinematics or using ground reports. Chronis et al.
(2015) looked at the relationship between total flash rate and the Maximum Expected
Size of Hail (MESH) over a large sample of over 700 storms across three LMAs in
Washington D.C., Alabama, and Oklahoma. It was found that thunderstorms with
at least one lightning jump had a range of average MESH values from 11.0 to 18.0
mm while storms with no lightning jumps had average MESH values from 6.5 to 10.0
10

Figure 2.2: A figure from Schultz et al. (2015) showing time series of total lightning
with updraft volume, graupel volume, and updraft speeds for a storm in a storm in
central Tennessee on 11 June 2012.
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mm. Thus it was found that there was again a positive correlation between total
lightning and intensity of the thunderstorm.
These studies suggest a physically and statistically significant link between
thunderstorm updraft intensity and total flash rates. With this link solidified the
next step was to see how this relationship could be used to assist in the operational
forecasting of severe weather.

2.3

Lightning Jump Algorithm

With both a conceptual and physical link found through many laboratory and
field studies between total lightning and thunderstorm intensity the natural next step
was to determine if there was any way to implement this relationship in operational
severe weather forecasting. Studies in Florida showed that there was a jump, or localized peak, in lightning preceding severe weather reports on the ground (Williams
et al. 1999). Steps were taken to see if there was a way to automatically detect these
jumps in lightning that lead to severe weather. Initially three different algorithms
were tested and verified using severe storm reports (Schultz et al. 2009). The three algorithms were mixes of identifying increases in total flash rates over selected standard
deviation thresholds given different temporal and minimum flash rate thresholds. The
algorithm that had the best verification skill scores was called the sigma algorithm.
From Schultz et al. (2009) the sigma algorithm looked for increases in the total
lightning flash rates greater than or equal to set standard deviation thresholds over
twelve minute moving windows for given minimum flash rate thresholds. Through
sensitivity testing it was found that two sigma (two standard deviation) increases
12

in lightning with a minimum flash per minute threshold of 10 flashes per minute
performed the best. An overview of the algorithm is as follows:
• Total flash rates are binned into 2-minute time periods.
• Consecutive two minute bins are subtracted from each other to find a time rate
of change in total flash rate (DFRDT).
• A standard deviation of the last five DFRDT bins prior to the current time is
taken.
• A ratio between the current DFRDT bin and the standard deviation of the last
five DFRDT bins is taken, and that is the sigma level.
• If more than 14 minutes of data has been recorded, the flash rates are at least
10 flashes per minute, and the sigma level is 2 or greater, then that time period
is considered a lightning jump.
This jump algorithm was validated in four separate ways. Schultz et al. (2009)
put a 45 minute warning out after each jump, during each warning each severe storm
report was counted as a hit, and every jump without a severe weather report was a
false alarm. A single storm report could only verify a single jump and would verify the
warning that started the earliest in the case of overlapping warnings. Storm reports
were binned into 6-minute increments. A miss was a storm report that fell outside a
jump warning window. Using this method and 107 manually tracked thunderstorms
the jump had a probability of detection (POD) of 87% and a false alarm ratio (FAR)
of 33%. Schultz et al. (2011) used the same verification methods on a larger sample
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of 711 manually tacked storms and found a POD of 79% and a FAR of 36%. Schultz
et al. (2016b) mirrored its verification more like the National Weather Service and
used the previous methodology except one event could verify multiple jumps and
reports were not binned in 6 minute increments. This study also used an automated
tracking algorithm of the same days and regions of Schultz et al. (2011), but analyzed
all of the storms during the periods and locations in the prior studies, along with
GLM proxy data and found a POD of 69% and FAR of 63%.
One of the most important findings was that when using an automated algorithm, GLM proxy data, and a larger and more objectively selected sample that the
POD decreased and FAR increased significantly. Exact reasons why were not verified,
but could be due to the differences in the lightning data used.

2.4

Lightning Detection

Up to this point a majority of the lightning jump studies have been conducted
using LMAs as they have had the widest domain of total lightning measurements.
This study aims to explore the possibility of running the LJA on the newly launched
GLM. In order to move the LJA to a new instrument it is important to further
understand the intricacies of the instruments and the differences between them to
determine any potential challenges or differences in how the LJA will perform on the
new instrument.
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Figure 2.3: A figure from Stano et al. (2014) showing all of the currently active and
proposed LMA’s along with their approximate coverage areas.

2.4.1

Lightning Mapping Arrays
LMAs were fist introduced in 1999 in Central New Mexico (Rison et al. 1999).

LMAs consist of arrays of sensors that detect very high frequency (VHF) electromagnetic radiation. These sensors are able to detect intra-cloud and cloud-to-ground
lightning at a 90% or greater detection efficiency within a 125 km range of the center
(Chmielewski and Bruning 2016). These sensors are in contrast to long baseline very
low frequency and low frequency sensors (e.g. NLDN, ENTLN, etc.) that have an
overall high DE with cloud-to-ground strikes and relatively low, when compared to
LMA, DE with intra-cloud lightning, but at a much wider domain (Nag et al. 2015).
Spatial and temporal resolutions in LMAs are expressed by their location and timing
uncertainties. At a 125 km range LMAs have horizontal uncertainties of 400-800 m,
vertical uncertainties of 500-1000 m, and temporal uncertainties of 80-100 µs (Koshak
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et al. 2004; Thomas et al. 2004). The largest drawbacks of LMAs are their relative
high costs to operate and maintain coupled with their relatively small field of views.
Figure 2.3 shows that as a result of the previous point there is relatively sparse coverage of total lightning measurements needed to implement the LJA across the United
States.

2.4.2

Geostationary Lightning Mapper
The first lightning instrument in geostationary orbit was the GLM which was

launched on board the GOES-16 satellite in November of 2016 (Goodman et al. 2013).
The GLM detects the optical radiance of lightning in roughly 8 km by 8 km grid boxes
at nadir to 14 km by 14 km at the corners over a domain covering most of North and
South America. The GLM utilizes a wide FOV lens combined with a Charge Coupled
Device (CCD). The CCD has a size of 1372 x 1300 pixels and detects intensities of
light at the 777.4 nm near-IR band. Thus the GLM detects lightning by measuring
changes in light intensity within the CCD array. The GLM clusters these changes
in light into three categories: events, groups, and flashes. Events are any one pixel
exceeding a set background light threshold over a 2 ms integration window. It is
important to note that while events are an attempt to measure a single optical pulse
due to lightning, it is theoretically possible that multiple pulses can occur in the 2 ms
threshold. Lightning is often large enough that it will illuminate multiple GLM pixels
within the same 2 ms window. Therefore events are also clustered into groups. A
group is a series of event pixels that are adjacent to each other during the integration
period. In the event of a small optical pulse that only illuminates a single GLM
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pixel, the group will consist of just the single event pixel. Finally spatially associated
groups from temporally contiguous integration periods are clustered into lightning
flashes. More specifically, flashes are clusters of groups within 16 km and 330 ms of
each other. These flash clustering thresholds are chosen to try and produce similar
results to the definition of a flash on other instruments. It was theorized that the DE
of the GLM would be in the 70%-90% range. Many studies since launch have shown
the DE of the GLM to vary based on storm type and intensity, location, flash heights,
and flash sizes (Bitzer 2018). At the 2018 GLM Science Team Meetings there were
presentations that showed DEs ranging from 20% to 100% when compared to LMA
across differing storms (Thomas et al. 2018; Trostel et al. 2018; Rutledge et al. 2018;
Bateman 2018).

2.4.3

Key Differences
There are a handful of key differences between LMAs and the GLM. First and

foremost is they are detecting different properties of lightning. The LMA’s VHF electromagnetic radiation is associated with the breakdown of air via channel formation
and leader processes, while GLM’s optical radiation is associated with electric currents with intense radiation in optical frequencies due to sudden intense heating (Nag
et al. 2015). GLM also is much coarser spatially ranging from 8 km by 8 km to 14
km by 14 km grid boxes versus LMAs having location uncertainties from 400 - 1000
m. Although GLM validation is still ongoing, preliminary analysis described earlier
has demonstrated that the GLM can have varying DE on a storm by storm basis and
even sometimes within the same storm. However, the biggest advantage GLM has
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is its large domain allowing for a much larger spatial area with constant total flash
rate measurements versus the current LMA technology. Despite these differences, the
large domain of the GLM makes it a productive candidate to try and apply the LJA
to for operational applications over a wide domain.

2.5

Main Objectives

Given what we understand about how the LJA operates and the differences in
how LMAs and the GLM detect lightning the objectives of this thesis are to answer
the following important questions regarding the potential use of the LJA with the
GLM:
• What are the differences in flash rates and trends between LMA (within its
125 km operational range) and the GLM for the same subset of severe and
non-severe storms?
• If large differences exist, how do those differences affect the LJA and its performance?
• How does the LJA perform when run independently on the GLM versus previous
verification studies using LMA on a large sample?
• Are there any different combinations of sigma and minimum flash per minute
thresholds that improve the performance of the LJA on the GLM?
• Are there any recommendations on next steps for a LJA or a LJA-like algorithm
that will perform well on the GLM?
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Chapter 3

DATA AND METHODOLOGY

3.1

Lightning

The lightning data used in this project comes from multiple sources. Most
prominently flash rate data from the GOES-16 GLM are utilized. The GLM data are
flash centroids from the Lockheed Martin reprocessed data set that corrects some of
the navigational and timing issues that originally existed in the operational datasets
from 2017 (Mach 2017a). This reprocessed data set includes eleven days from the
GOES-16 GLM Post-Launch Test Field Campaign, and ten of these days in April
and May 2017 are used. In addition, this study uses undecimated VHF source data
from three LMAs, the North Alabama LMA (NALMA) (Koshak et al. 2004), the West
Texas LMA (WTLMA) (Bruning 2011), and the Oklahoma LMA (OKLMA) (DiGangi
et al. 2016), as well as decimated data from the Colorado LMA (COLMA) (Lang et al.
2014) alongside the GLM data. Only data within the 125 km operational range of
the LMA are considered due to detection efficiency concerns noted in Chmielewski
and Bruning (2016).
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3.2

Radar

Level II NEXRAD WSR-88D Radar data will be used for both cell tracking and
comparisons to lightning data from 103 different radar sites (Crum and Alberty 1993).
The data are obtained through the National Centers for Environmental Information
(NCEI) radar archive. Radar data are combined into a multi-radar composite and
are used for both tracking and analysis. The two main products used are vertically
integrated liquid (VIL) (Greene and Clark 1972) and maximum expected size of
hail (MESH) (Witt et al. 1998). VIL is an integral of liquid water content derived
from radar reflectivity values at varying elevation angles. MESH is the maximum hail
expected from a storm based on several steps using radar reflectivity and temperature
profiles. First flux values of hail kinetic energy are found by a reflectivity weighting
function used to define a transition zone between rain and hail. The flux is then
weighted by a temperature based on the 0 ◦ C and -20 ◦ C height levels. Finally these
values are vertically integrated between the height of the 0 ◦ C line and the height
of the top of the storm. VIL is mainly used for tracking storms as well as a radar
intensity metric. MESH is used exclusively as a radar intensity verification of the
jump. MESH has been used as a severe weather indicator both in jump studies
(Chronis et al. 2015) and in other studies involving severe weather (Cintineo et al.
2012; Rudlosky and Fuelberg 2013).
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Figure 3.1: Map of the continental United States with the large sample size study
domain marked by the blue square. Only storms over land in the United States are
considered.

3.3

Environmental

The Rapid Refresh (RAP) model is used to define the environment in each
case. Environmental data are updated every hour on the hour for the entire case.
These data are mainly used for the calculation of the radar-based MESH. For the
calculation of MESH both the 0 ◦ C and -20 ◦ C temperature levels are required.
These temperature levels will be taken from simulated soundings at each grid point
from this data.
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Figure 3.2: Same as Figure 3.1 except showing all of the sub-domains used in this
study.

3.4

Domain

The domain for the large sample sized study includes lightning data and radar
data for all sites (103 radars) east of the Rocky Mountains and the entire domain
can be seen in Figure 3.1. The domain is broken up into 13 sub-domains due to
computational restrictions as shown in Figure 3.2. While there is overlap of domains
due to the domain requirements of the system used, no storm is counted more than
once by using an objective storm merging technique to be explained in a later section.
This domain is chosen to include the exact locations, and the locations in between,
where previous LJA studies done using LMA were located for the most meaningful
comparisons (Schultz et al. 2009, 2011, 2016b; Chronis et al. 2015). Only storms over
land in the United States are considered.
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3.5

WDSS-II

All gridding, radar calculating, flash clustering, and cell tracking are done
within the Warning Decision Support System - Integrated Information (WDSS-II)
framework (Lakshmanan et al. 2007). This program allows for the merging of up to
nine radars for multi-radar multi-sensor analysis per domain and has a wide array of
built-in algorithms that are used in this study ranging from LMA flash clustering to
k-means tracking (Lakshmanan et al. 2003).

3.5.1

Gridding
The LMA flash data are gridded in 0.01◦ x 0.01◦ grid boxes while GLM data

are in 0.08◦ x 0.08◦ grid boxes. All radar data are gridded into 0.01◦ x 0.01◦ x
1 kilometer grid boxes. All environmental data are gridded into 0.01◦ x 0.01◦ x 1
kilometer grid boxes.

3.5.2

LMA Flash Clustering
Unless otherwise mentioned, the LMA flash clustering are accomplished by

using the default w2lmaflash algorithm. In this algorithm six stations must detect a
source for it to be considered real and a minimum of 10 sources are required for a
flash. Events that are collocated are only considered to be a part of the same flash
if they occurred within 250 ms from each other. Simultaneous occurring events are
only part of the same flash if they are within 5 ∗ (1 + .00001 ∗ (r − 100)2 ) km of each
other where r is the range from the center of the LMA network.
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3.5.3

Cell Tracking (VILFRD)
For cell tracking an automated algorithm named VILFRD developed by Schultz

et al. (2016b) is used along with WDSS-II’s w2segmotionll. VILFRD uses a combination of vertically integrated liquid (VIL) and five minute GLM Flash Rate Densities
(FLCT5) to assign values to and track storms. Figure 3.3 shows this process for one
of the cases used in this study. Reflectivity-based VIL is calculated and combined
with 5-minute GLM flash counts as per Equation 3.1.

"
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!#
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(3.1)

According to Schultz et al. (2016b), this algorithm tracks more based on radar
data when flash counts are low and vice versa. For a storm to be considered a trackable
feature it must have VILFRD values greater than 20 covering a specified spatial area.
There are different scales in which the specified area needed to track ranges from 32
km2 to 243 km2 . Schultz et al. (2016b) found different scale sizes had a direct impact
on skill scores in the original study using LMA and GLM proxy data, and that an
area of 162 km2 (scale 5) yielded the best skill scores. Therefore scale 5 is the spatial
scale utilized in this study. WDSS-II outputs storm features of minimum area 162
km2 for areas that there is VILFRD greater than or equal than 20. Statistics of flash
counts, max MESH, and max VIL, are calculated within each feature over the length
of the feature’s lifespan. These statistics are what is used in the LJA and verification
methods.
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Figure 3.3: This figure shows the VILFRD tracking process for a set of storms on
April 22nd, 2017 at 22:41 UTC. Panel A: Radar Reflectivity (dBZ). Panel B: GLM
Flashcounts (flashes per 5 minutes). Panel C: VILFRD Values. Panel D: K-Means
Tracked Features.
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Figure 3.4: A time series of GLM flash rates from a storm in N. Alabama on
April 22, 2017 that produced a weak EF-1 tornado in Jones Chapel, AL. Stars mark
when a lightning jump occurred, green triangles are hail reports, blue squares are
wind reports, and red upside down triangles are tornado reports. A green (red) box
surrounding a jump star indicates that jump was verified (a false alarm). A green
(red) box surrounding storm reports indicates they are hits (misses).

Due to the overlapping domains and spatial resolution of VILFRD it is necessary to merge tracks to ensure that there is an accurate representation of the storm
and that the same storm is not counted twice. Near storm tracks are objectively
merged if a new cell begins within 2 minutes of a previous track ending and is within
15 km of the end of that track. If two tracks are within 5 km of each other at simultaneous time steps it is assumed that they are the same storm just across multiple
domains and the tracks are merged into one taking the maximum statistics which are
assumed to be in the larger feature.
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3.6

3.6.1

Verification Methods

Storm Reports
Storm reports are taken from the NCEI Storm Data database. After every

jump there is a 45 minute warning placed on the storm starting at the time of the
jump. A circle of area equal to the feature area is centered on the feature to find
storm reports associated with the particular storm. A 5 km buffer is added to the
radius of the circle to account for location errors in the storm reports. Only storm
reports that fall within a tracked feature are considered. Storm reports are binned
into six minute bins starting at the time of the first report as in Schultz et al. (2011).
If two jumps occur within six minutes of each other, only the first jump is used for
verification purposes. Every storm report within a 45 minute warning window is
considered a hit, and every report outside of a warning window is considered a miss.
False alarms are jumps that had no reports within its 45 minute warning. A single
storm report can verify multiple jumps as in Schultz et al. (2016b). A mixture of
previous storm report verification techniques are used here to follow close to what is
actually used in operations while still trying to account for errors in report times and
locations. Figure 3.4 shows an example of this storm report verification methodology
on a single storm.
Once all of the hits, misses, and false alarms are stored they are then plugged
into various statistics to see how well it performed. The three statistics calculated are
probability of detection (POD), false alarm ratio (FAR), and critical success index
(CSI), and their calculations can be see in Equation 3.2 (Wilks 2011). Where 100%
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represents a perfect POD, 0% represents a perfect FAR, and 1 represents a perfect
CSI.

P OD =

f alse
hits
hits
; F AR =
; CSI =
(3.2)
hits + misses
f alse + hits
hits + misses + f alse

There are certain caveats to using storm reports as a verification metric that
are important to consider. The first being, just because there is a lack of a storm
report does not mean severe weather did not occur. If the storm tracked through
a sparsely populated area there may not be anyone there to report that anything
happened (Davis and LaDue 2004; Dobur 2005). Another caveat is the timing of
reports. Storm reports are either called in by the public and storm spotters or are
taken from damage surveys / pictures after the fact. In both scenarios the times are
usually estimated to the best ability of the witness or the radar. With that there
can be deviations in time from when the severe weather actually occurred to when it
was reported to have occurred. These caveats are why this study also looks at radar
intensity metrics as a form of verification.

3.6.2

Radar Intensity Metrics
There are a few different ways this study utilizes the MESH and VIL measure-

ments to verify or give more context to how the LJA is performing with the GLM.
First for all the cases shown in Table 3.1 average Pearson correlations are taken between GLM flash rates, LMA flash rates, VIL, and MESH to see the relationship
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between lightning and radar. This is done because prior studies noted in the Background section have shown positive correlations between various radar statistics and
lightning flash rates and trends (Schultz et al. 2017; Chronis et al. 2015; Schultz et al.
2015; Carey and Rutledge 1996, 2000; Deierling et al. 2008). Another is measuring
the time between the first jump in the storm and the first appearance of 25.4 mm
MESH, 40 mm MESH, and maximum MESH. The MESH thresholds represent the
severe hail and significant severe hail thresholds as defined by the National Weather
Service. These are taken to determine if jumps are occurring at times that fit the
conceptual model of the jump. The first jump of the storm should be occurring before
the larger and maximum MESH thresholds as it should have responded to the prior
intensification leading up to these values. If the first jump is occurring after these
thresholds it may indicate an issue with the LJA as it is not jumping during peak
intensification. Lastly, MESH and VIL values along the fifteen minutes centered on
the jump time are taken to see if there is any relationship between radar intensity
and if a jump was verified or a false alarm. As noted in previous sections it has been
found that storms with jumps have higher average MESH values than those without.
Thus if a majority of the false alarms are occurring in storms with weaker MESH
values it points to a physical model issues with the LJA on the GLM, likely driven by
GLM measurement or jump algorithm system errors, rather than a problem in storm
report times and locations.
There is a caveat to using MESH as well. MESH tends to overestimate the hail
size that falls to the ground (Witt et al. 1998), but it can still give a good indication
of how strong the storm is.
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3.7

GLM Versus LMA Comparisons

One of the main objectives is to see how the GLM and LMA flash counts
and trends compare and contrast to one another. The overall purpose of this section
is to see if there are major differences in the LJA between LMA and the GLM.
For this seven different storms are subjectively chosen consisting of different types,
locations, and severity. These storms are analyzed with both GLM and LMA flash
rate statistics as well as MESH and VIL values. These storms can be seen in further
depth in Table 3.1. The LJA is ran for each storm using both LMA and GLM data
to see how the number of jumps and the timing of jumps between the two compare.
For all storms in this section averaged Pearson correlations between GLM
flash rates, LMA flash rates, MESH, and VIL values are taken. For a select few of
these storms there are additional statistics on LMA flash size and height taken using
LMATools (Fuchs et al. 2016). In this portion flashes are clustered using the following
parameters: at least 7 stations have to see a source, distance threshold of 3 km, a
timing threshold of 3 s, and a maximum source altitude of 20 km. Flash statistics are
then determined using a convex hull technique. These statistics are used to attempt
to diagnose what the physical attributes of the flashes are between when there is
good agreement and bad agreement between GLM and LMA flash rates. If there
exists a clear correlation between flash size and/or height and GLM versus LMA DE
it could have direct impacts on the performance of the LJA on the GLM as it will
cause fluctuations in total flash rate counts that may not be physical.
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Table 3.1: Table showing the storms and their attributes used in the GLM vs LMA
comparisons
Storm #

Location

Date

Time (UTC)

1

N. Alabama

April 22, 2017

1936-0032

2

N. Alabama

April 22, 2017

2100-0036

3
4
5
6
7

N. Alabama
Central Colorado
Central Oklahoma
Central Oklahoma
Texas Panhandle

April 22, 2017
May 8, 2017
May 17, 2017
May 17, 2017
May 15, 2018

2103-2141
2024-2242
0552-0734
0433-0519
2200-0312

3.8

Type
Semi-Isolated
Cell
Semi-Isolated
Cell
Isolated Cell
Isolated Cell
Linear
Linear
Isolated Cell

Severe?

LMA Flash
Size/Height?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

No
Yes
No
No
Yes

Large Sample Study

A large sample study is also conducted with the overall purpose to independently verify how the LJA performs on GLM flash rates. The large sample consists
of 930 storms and 402 storm reports across the ten GOES-R Post Launch Field
Campaign days in April and May 2017 in the domains and sub-domains shown in
Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2. Several verification methods are ran on the large sample
as described in detail in Section 3.6 and compared to prior LJA verification studies
(Schultz et al. 2009, 2011, 2016b; Chronis et al. 2015).
The reasoning for a large sample size study is it helps to reduce errors in smaller
scale anomalies and errors in the verification methods. However, an error is added on
the topic of radar quality. In such a large study it is hard to know if the radars are
operating properly, however this error should be minimal due to WSR-88D’s having
a nominal up time of 95%+ (Horvat et al. 2011).
Sensitivity testing is conducted on the storm report verification method to find
what changes to the LJA, if any, yield the best results. Parameters tweaked in the
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sensitivity testing are the 10 flash per minute threshold to initiate the algorithm and
the 2-sigma value that identifies a jump. The minimum flash per minute threshold
is varied from 0 to 25 flashes per minute in increments of 1 and the sigma value is
varied from 1.0 to 4.0 in increments of 0.1. For each pair of values there are new
FAR, POD, and CSI values calculated.
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Chapter 4

RESULTS

4.1

GLM vs LMA Comparisons

4.1.1

Specific Case Studies

4.1.1.1

North Alabama April 22, 2017 (Severe)

April 22, 2017 had multiple supercells track across southern Tennesee and
Northern Alabama. Figure 4.1 shows lightning and radar statistics of one of these
storms that produced a large swath of damaging wind and hail reports as well as an
EF-0 tornado in Skyline, Alabama at 2240 UTC. The first thing to note is the large
differences in the magnitudes of GLM flashes versus LMA flashes. For most of the
period LMA saw 2 to 3 times as many flashes as the GLM. At its peak, LMA saw
118 flashes per minute while the GLM peaked at 42 flashes per minute. Along with
these differences in magnitudes there are periodic opposites in trends as well. Most
notably, in the period between 2100 UTC and 2200 UTC there is a local minimum in
GLM flashes while the storm is its most intense according to MESH and VIL. During
this same period, LMA fluctuates a lot as well and has a slight decreasing trend, but
it is not nearly as large as a drop as seen in the GLM.
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Figure 4.1: Time series plots of lightning and radar data for a severe storm in
North Alabama on April 22, 2017. Top: LMA flash rates (green line), LMA lightning
jumps (green stars), GLM flash rates (black line), GLM lightning jumps (black stars).
Bottom: VIL (blue line) and MESH (black line). The red triangle denotes the time
of tornadogenesis at 2240 UTC.

Looking at tornadogenesis in particular, both GLM and LMA saw jumps and
then large drop offs in lightning within 15 minutes of the tornado. The GLM saw a
jump at 2225 UTC, approximately 15 minutes prior to tornadogenesis, and LMA saw
a jump at 2236 UTC, approximately 4 minutes prior to tornadogenesis. This example
just prior to tornadogenesis, while extreme, is a part of a trend seen throughout the
life cycle of the storm that when there were GLM and LMA jumps temporally close
to each other GLM flashes tended to “jump” slightly earlier than LMA flashes.
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Looking at the jumps between GLM and LMA flashes overall there does not
seem to be much of a correlation. There were four jumps near the middle of the
storm’s life cycle that lined up within 15 minutes of each other between both the
GLM and LMA, but the beginning and the end of the storm seem to have opposite
trends in GLM and LMA jumps. At the beginning of the storm there were many
more jumps in the LMA (5) than the GLM (2). Most of these LMA jumps coincided
well with increases in storm intensity measured by MESH and VIL. At the end of
the storm’s life cycle there were many more jumps in the GLM (5) versus the LMA
(1). All of these GLM jumps occurred while the storm was decreasing in intensity
via MESH and VIL which suggests that the GLM is jumping at a relatively high rate
when the storm is weakening. This suggests there is some error in the LJA on the
GLM here driven by either flash measurements inconsistencies or algorithmic errors.
For example, the conceptual model may be wrong with the LJA on the GLM as the
conceptual model states that lightning jumps should be controlled by increases in
updraft intensity not decreases. This failing of the conceptual model may be due to
inaccuracies in the GLM flash data as there are still large differences in LMA vs GLM
flash rates and trends at this time. Or there could be jump algorithm error such as
how jumps are calculated in the GLM, how cells are being tracked, or how lightning
is associated with tracked features.

4.1.1.2

Central Oklahoma May 17, 2017 (Severe)

May 17, 2017 started with multiple tornadic supercells forming over the Panhandle of Texas and Western Oklahoma near sunset. These storms quickly merged
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Figure 4.2: The same as Figure 4.1 except for a severe MCS in Central Oklahoma
on May 17, 2017.

in multiple severe and non-severe MCS’s that tracked across the state of Oklahoma.
The size of this tracked feature was roughly two times larger than the aforementioned
North Alabama supercell on average (500 km2 versus 250 km2 ). Figure 4.2 shows
lightning and radar statistics of one of the severe MCS’s that produced multiple severe wind reports through Central Oklahoma. In this case we see a notable difference
between this storm and the severe storm in section 4.1.1.1 in that there is much better
agreement in the magnitudes of GLM and LMA flashes. Compared to the aforementioned storm, this storm has lower flash rates in both the GLM and the LMA, and
weaker MESH (peak of 10 mm versus 80 mm) and VIL (peak of 18 kg/m2 versus
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60 kg/m2 ) values indicating this is a weaker storm overall. Despite this much better
agreement in the magnitudes, there are still fairly different trends between the two.
As seen in the previous section, the jumps in the middle of the storm’s life
cycle line up much better between the GLM and the LMA than at the beginning or
end of the storm. In the middle of the storm there are 3 GLM jumps compared to 2
in the LMA. All of these jumps coincide with increasing MESH and VIL values. At
the beginning of the storm there is an LMA jump that occurs just before an increase
in MESH with no real change in VIL and no coinciding GLM jump. At the end of
this storm there is one final jump in GLM that occurs just prior to increases in both
VIL and MESH with no coinciding LMA jump. This final jump is subjectively fairly
weak as there does not appear to be a relatively large increase in flash rate, it is just
a small peak during an otherwise decaying trend. This likely points towards issues
with the GLM jump system itself in that the two-sigma algorithm is detecting a jump
that subjectively does not appear to be one.
Overall this storm had much better agreement in magnitudes of flashes from
the differing lightning detection systems, but there are still large differences in the
timing of jumps. It is worth noting that this storm did not show a time period of
increased jumps in the GLM coinciding with the weakening of the storm, but the
tracking of this storm ends well before the storm itself dissipated due to a constraint
of usable GLM data for the day, so that behavior may have just not been recorded.
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Figure 4.3: The same as Figure 4.1 except for a non-severe single cell in North
Alabama on April 22, 2017.

4.1.1.3

North Alabama April 22, 2017 (Non-Severe)

Figure 4.3 shows another storm that occurred in North Alabama on April 22,
2017. This storm was a relatively short-lived non-severe single cell storm. In this
storm there is fairly good agreement in the magnitudes of LMA and GLM flash rates.
The trends also line up fairly well between the two except for a few minor differences
here and there. Despite this storm producing no severe weather and looking relatively
weak compared to the severe supercells on this day (Storm ID 1 and 2) given its VIL
(22 kg/m2 ) and MESH (9 mm) values there were two jumps using GLM flashes and
one jump using LMA flashes. The one LMA jump was within 10 minutes of one of
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Figure 4.4: The same as Figure 4.1 except for a non-severe MCS in Central Oklahoma on May 17, 2017.

the GLM jumps and did see a slight increase in MESH of 3 mm associated with it
despite the lack of any reported severe weather.
Again, an important finding is the other GLM jump occurs as the storm is
decreasing in strength. Not only is the storm decreasing in strength, it also has very
low VIL (9 kg/m2 ) and MESH (2 mm) values that show the storm is fairly weak at
this time. Up to this point all three of these selected case studies have shown GLM
jumps that have no corresponding increase in storm intensity.
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4.1.1.4

Central Oklahoma May 17, 2017 (Non-Severe)

Figure 4.4 shows another one of the MCS’s that tracked across Oklahoma
on May 17, 2017. This particular MCS did not produce any severe weather reports
during the entirety of its tracked lifetime. There does seem to be fairly good agreement
between the magnitudes of GLM and LMA flashes. This agreement was noted in most
of the relatively weaker storms looked at in Table 3.1 while the stronger storms had
much larger differences as in the Skyline, AL storm show in Section 4.1.1.1. Despite
showing good agreement in flash magnitudes the two are fairly different trend-wise.
This storm had zero jumps using LMA flashes while there were two jumps
using GLM flashes. One of these jumps corresponded with no change in MESH and
VIL values while the other occurred while there was decreasing MESH (3 mm to 1
mm) and VIL (12 kg/m2 to 8 kg/m2 ). There were no reports of severe weather with
this storm and the MESH and VIL values indicated this was a relatively weak storm
compared to the severe storms sampled in this portion of the study. This storm adds
to the evidence of there being jumps in GLM flashes that are not seen in LMA flashes
that correspond with no change or a weakening of storm intensity via radar intensity
metrics. Also, as in a jump seen in Section 4.1.1.2, this again may be a problem of the
GLM jump system and two-sigma algorithm as while this is objectively considered a
jump, subjectively it is hard to justify. A speculative discussion of these jumps that
do not visually appear to be jumps will be included in the discussion Section 5.1.4 of
this thesis.
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Table 4.1: Pearson correlations between the differing lightning systems and radar
intensity metrics for each storm and the average Pearson correlations for all seven
storms combined.
Storm:
N. Alabama
(Skyline)
N. Alabama
(Jones Chapel)
N. Alabama
(Non-Severe)
Central Colorado
(Denver)
Central Oklahoma
(Severe)
Central Oklahoma
(Non-Severe)
Texas
Panhandle
Averaged
Correlations

4.1.2

GLM vs. LMA

GLM vs VIL

GLM vs MESH

LMA vs VIL

LMA vs MESH

0.351

0.127

-0.019

0.507

0.421

0.569

0.514

0.440

0.643

0.642

0.773

0.617

0.650

0.701

0.760

0.360

0.343

0.178

0.565

0.591

0.563

-0.211

0.093

0.090

0.266

0.801

0.412

0.517

0.384

0.457

0.439

-0.136

-0.286

0.501

0.351

0.551

0.238

0.225

0.484

0.498

Quantifying Differences in LMA versus GLM Trends and Radar
Intensity Metrics
From the specific case studies a few things are evident in the differences be-

tween LMA and GLM flashes and their jumps. One being that even when magnitudes
of flashes were similar between the two systems there were still obvious inconsistencies
in the trends between the two. The second was that there tended to be a lot more
jumps in GLM flashes than in LMA flashes and that the GLM jumps had no increases
or even decreases in MESH and VIL values. In this section there is an attempt to
objectively quantify these differences.
To quantify differences in trends Pearson correlations are taken for various
metrics for each of the seven storms and an averaged Pearson correlation for all
the storms is also taken. The metrics correlated are: GLM flashes versus LMA
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flashes, GLM flashes versus VIL, GLM flashes versus MESH, LMA flashes versus
VIL, and LMA flashes versus MESH. This is done in order to determine how the
trends line up between to the two systems together, and how each system lines up
with independently with MESH and VIL values.
Table 4.1 shows the correlations for all of the aforementioned metrics for each
storm and an average for all storms. There was a relatively large dynamic range of
correlations when comparing the two lightning systems to each other ranging from
0.351 to 0.801 with an average correlation of 0.551. For two systems said to measure
total lightning, these correlations are low, especially when considering GLM was
theorized to have a DE of roughly 90% when compared to LMA. The storm that had
the least correlation between GLM and LMA flashes was the Skyline, Alabama storm
on April 22, 2017 that was highlighted in Section 4.1.1.1. Interestingly this storm
had one of the higher correlations between LMA and radar metrics and one of the
lower correlations between GLM and radar metrics. This observation goes against the
conceptual model of the LJA which assumes that there is a high correlation between
lightning production and radar-inferred storm intensity. This could be caused by a
combination of aforementioned errors such as GLM’s measurement of flash rates or
GLM lightning jump algorithm error.
Looking at each system versus the radar intensity metrics we see a similar story.
In all but one storm, the non-severe MCS in Oklahoma, LMA flashes were correlated
better with radar intensity metrics than GLM flashes. In most of the cases these
differences were quite large. In three different storms there was actually a negative
correlation between GLM and either one or both of the radar intensity metrics with
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the worst correlations being the Texas Panhandle case. Overall, the weaker storms
as noted by radar-inferred storm intensity metrics had better correlations between
lightning and the radar metrics than the stronger storms. Looking at the averages for
all the storms GLM flashes had correlation values of 0.238 with VIL and 0.225 with
MESH compared to LMA flashes having a correlation of 0.484 with VIL and 0.498
with MESH.
These results suggest that LMA flashes fit better with the conceptual model of
the LJA than GLM flashes in that there is an increased relation between LMA flash
rate and storm intensity over GLM flash rate and storm intensity. The failing of the
LJA conceptual model in the GLM could be due to one or both of the following: GLM
flash measurement errors and GLM LJA system errors. These results are consistent
with what was shown in the case studies presented in Section 4.1.1 such that there
tended to be more jumps using GLM flashes that corresponded with little increase or
actual decreases in storm intensity than using LMA jumps.

4.1.3

LMA Flash Size and Height Properties
Given previous results that there can exist large differences in LMA and GLM

flash rate trends and magnitudes it is important to try and understand why some of
these differences are occurring. Especially considering the supplementary result that
there are relatively low correlations found between GLM flashes and storm intensity
based on radar MESH and VIL metrics. It was theorized from the beginning that the
GLM would have lower DE’s with small flashes due to its coarse spatial resolution
and low altitude flashes due to optical extinction. This section will look at flash size
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and height differences calculated via LMA sources compared to differences in GLM
versus LMA flashes to attempt to diagnose how much of a role these physical flash
properties play in the relatively large GLM and LMA differences found in the previous
two subsections. For four of the cases with large GLM and LMA flash rate differences
average flash size and height at each time step in the storm will be calculated and
compared to the flash rate differences. The data is then put through a filter to
reduce the high frequency noise to better assess overall patterns both quantitatively
and qualitatively. The filter used is a 3rd order Butterworth low-pass filter with a
sampling rate of 0.5 (min−1 ) and a cutoff frequency of 0.05 (min−1 ) (Butterworth
1930). Pearson correlations will be taken as an attempt to quantify how much of a
factor flash size and height may play in the flash rate differences.
Figure 4.5 shows the plots of the LMA and GLM flash differences along with
storm averaged flash size calculated via LMA. Considering flash size versus the flash
rate differences there is definitely a noticeable trend in the two Alabama storms and
the Texas storms. It appears that the largest differences in GLM and LMA flash rates
occur when the storm is undergoing its smallest sized flashes. As flash size increases
in this storm the flash rate differences tend to decrease. For the Central Colorado
storm, the trend is still evident, but the changes are more subtle and not as easy
to see as in the other three storms. It is again worth mentioning that the Colorado
storm is the only one that uses decimated LMA data and that may be playing a role
in the results found in this analysis. Throughout most of this storm’s life cycle the
flash sizes were small and the difference between the GLM and LMA flash rates were
large.
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Figure 4.5: Filtered LMA flash and GLM flash differences (blue) compared with
flash sizes calculated from LMA (red) for four storms. The four storm locations and
their storm id numbers from Table 3.1 from top to bottom: Northern Alabama on
22 April 2017 (ID: 1), Northern Alabama on 22 April 2017 (ID: 2), Central Colorado
on 8 May 2017 (ID: 4), and Texas Panhandle on 15 May 2018 (ID: 7). Green (black)
boxes highlight areas where there was an decrease (increase) in flash size associated
with a increase (decrease) in the LMA GLM difference.
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Figure 4.6: The same as Figure 4.5 except now LMA calculated flash altitudes in
red. Green (black) boxes highlight areas where there was an decrease (increase) in
flash altitude associated with a increase (decrease) in the LMA GLM difference.
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Table 4.2: Pearson correlations calculated between differences in LMA versus GLM
flashes and LMA calculated flash size and altitudes for four chosen storms using both
the raw and filtered results. The storm locations and ID’s are as in Table 3.1

Storm
North Alabama
(ID: 1)
North Alabama
(ID: 2)
Central Colorado
(ID: 4)
Texas Panhandle
(ID: 7)
Averages

Filtered Lightning
Difference vs Flash Size

Filtered Lightning
Difference vs Flash Altitude

Raw Lightning
Difference vs Flash Size

Raw Lightning Difference
vs Flash Altitude

-0.43

0.47

-0.39

0.38

-0.42

0.42

-0.31

0.35

-0.20

0.02

0.01

-0.15

-0.44

0.04

-0.37

-0.01

-0.37

0.24

-0.27

0.14

Figure 4.6 shows the same plots of flash rate differences except now compared
to storm averaged flash altitudes calculated via LMA. There is not as clear as of a
trend in comparing flash altitude to flash rate differences as there was with flash size.
However, there are a few time frames in each storm that show a trend of decreased
difference in LMA and GLM flash rates with increased flash height and vice versa.
Given the mixed results from the figures, Pearson correlations were also taken
to objectively quantify these trends and are shown in Table 4.2. There are negative
raw correlations between flash size and flash rate differences ranging from -0.31 to
-0.39 in the Alabama and Texas storms, while there was a near-zero correlation in
the Colorado storm. The near-zero correlation in the Colorado case was due to small
flashes and high flash rate differences for a majority of the storm. This is a weakness
in using Pearson correlations for the raw results in this analysis as a consistent trend
in both samples as in the Colorado storm is not a physically null result although it
can lead to near-zero correlation coefficients. For the filtered data there were more
negative correlations between flash size and flash rate differences ranging between
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-0.20 and -0.43 for all of the storms. For flash height there are positive correlations in
the raw data for the Alabama storms at 0.38 and 0.35 while there is a slight negative
correlation in the Colorado storm at -0.15 and a near-zero correlation for the Texas
storm. For the filtered data and flash altitudes the Alabama storms were more highly
positive still at 0.47 and 0.42 while the Colorado and Texas storms were near-zero
at 0.02 and 0.04 respectively. Averaging all of these there is a negative correlation
between flash size and flash rate differences in the filtered (raw) data at -0.37 (-0.27)
and a slight positive correlation between the flash altitude and flash rate differences
in the filtered (raw) data at 0.24 (0.14).
These results suggest that the GLM is detecting less of the smaller flashes
that can at least partially explain some of the large differences in the magnitudes and
trends of GLM flashes versus LMA flashes, especially in these more intense and severe
storms. Flash altitude does not seem to have much of a contribution to flash rate
differences. The slight positive average Pearson correlation value in flash altitudes
was mainly dominated by the two Alabama storms. In these two storms there were
other complex flash rate changes and flash size changes going on at the same time
which could explain why they were more of an outlier.

4.1.4

Summary
In comparing the GLM and LMA flash rates and trends for a few select storms

there were some similarities, but a lot of differences between the two systems which
led to differences in the LJA between the two lightning detection systems. One of the
similarities was there were a total of 13 jumps that lined up fairly well between the
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GLM and LMAs. Another similarity was that for weaker storms via radar intensity
metrics with lower flash rates there was good overall agreement in flash rates and
even in gross trends as noted by the higher Pearson correlation coefficients between
the GLM and LMA. Despite the better agreement in gross trends, there were still
periodic differences that led to jump timing differences.
Outside of the few similarities there were quite a few differences discovered
as well. First was for fairly intense storms there were not only disagreements in
flash trends between the two systems, but large differences in flash rates as well.
These differences made it such that there were 25 jumps that were not within 10
minutes of each other versus 13 jumps that were. Another difference was the lack of
jumps in the GLM as the storm initially intensifies. There were a few different cases
seen that the LMA began jumping earlier and more often at the beginning of the
intensification of the storm that captured the initial severe weather that the GLM
did not. Another was the GLM continued to jump, sometimes at a high rate, as the
storm was weakening. There were 11 jumps in the GLM during periods of storm
decay as noted by radar intensity metrics versus only 2 in the LMA. There were also
4 jumps in the GLM for weak non-severe convection versus only 1 in the LMA. Both
of these results point towards a potential issue of false alarms with the LJA on the
GLM. Lastly, it appears that the GLM is fairly sensitive to flash size as there was a
correlation, average filtered of -0.37, between a decreasing average flash size and an
increasing difference in GLM versus LMA flash rates. However, GLM was shown to
not be very sensitive to average flash altitude, with an average filtered correlation of
0.14, in this small sample of storms.
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With varying similarities and differences found in this small scale inter-comparison
study it is important to understand how the LJA works on the GLM on a larger scale.
There are times where at least the trends and jumps between the two systems line up
well, but there are more times where there is little to no agreement. An important
finding was the GLM jumps seen as the storms weakened and seen in non-severe weak
convection. A larger sample study alongside this small scale inter-comparison study
will help in diagnosing the biggest problems in the LJA with the GLM by yielding
better comparisons to previous studies while also seeing which of the aforementioned
similarities and differences stand out. This large sample study will be discussed in
the next section.

4.2

4.2.1

Large Sample Size Study

Results Using Original LJA Configuration
The large sample sized study consists of all storms within the domain shown

in Figure 3.1 using reprocessed GLM data from ten of the eleven days and times
during the GOES-R Post Launch Test Field Campaign which is shown in Table 4.3.
The first analysis in the large sample study is running the storm report verification as
described in Section 3.6.1 on all the cases at the two-sigma and 10 flash per minute
minimum thresholds to see how they compare to previous studies.
The results of this first run through of the large sample are as follows: 930
unique storms, 273 hits, 129 misses, 1265 false alarms, 67.9% POD, 82.2% FAR, and
a 0.16 CSI score.
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Table 4.3: Dates and Times (UTC) of the reprocessed GLM data used for the large
sample study

Date
16 April 2017
18 April 2017
20 April 2017
22 April 2017
27 April 2017
29 April 2017
08 May 2017
12 May 2017
14 May 2017
17 May 2017

Times (UTC)
0631 - 1417
1657 - 2308
2139 - 0441
1928 - 0120
0627 - 1143
0300 - 1054
1857 - 0358
1308 - 2050
1119 - 1909
0200 - 0951

Compared to the Schultz et al. (2009) and Schultz et al. (2011) studies the
POD is 10%-20% lower while the FAR is roughly 50% higher. This indicates that
either the LJA while run on the GLM tends to be a lot more “jumpy” compared to the
initial studies or that there is an issue of under-reporting given the initial studies used
a subjectively selected set of storms that were probably better observed with reports.
Compared to the Schultz et al. (2016b) study that also employed the automated
tracking method along with a more objective sample by using all the suitable storms
in the chosen domain, the results are closer and are a better comparison due to closer
methodologies. Between these two studies there is only a 2% decrease in POD but
still a modest 20% increase in FAR.
The biggest takeaway from the initial results is that there are many more false
alarms than seen in any other of the prior LJA studies. There were roughly six times
as many false alarms than there were hits. Comparing this with the relatively low
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CSI scores it seems the jump was more random than an accurate forecaster (e.g.,
CSI of 0.16 is only slightly better than no skill at all or CSI of 0.00). This high
false alarm rate is consistent with what was seen in the small sample study where
there were many jumps with no obvious increases in storm intensity via radar metrics.
Given the previous, it is obvious that this significantly increased false alarm rate is
an important initial finding and will be looked at in-depth over the next few sections.
There are a few different ways this study tries to diagnose the cause behind the
high false alarm rate: spatial sensitivity testing to see if any particular area has
drastically higher/lower false alarm rates, threshold sensitivity testing to see if there
is a different combination of sigma and minimum flash per minute thresholds that
works better with the GLM, and radar statistics around jump times between hits and
false alarms to diagnose if there are any obvious storm intensity differences between
false alarms and hits.

4.2.2

Sensitivity Testing

4.2.2.1

Spatial Sensitivity

The first batch of sensitivity testing is running the original two-sigma 10 flash
per minute thresholds for all of the sub-domains shown in Figure 3.2. The purpose
of this spatial sensitivity testing is to determine if there are any areas where the
LJA performs better than others, especially in regards to false alarms. The spatial
variability of the domains have multiple controls that could effect the LJA in storm
morphology, population densities, average storm intensities, overall meteorology, and
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Table 4.4: Results of the spatial sensitivity testing, domain numbers are the same
as shown in Figure 3.2. NaN’s indicate not a number errors due to dividing by 0 (hits
and misses both 0).

Domain
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Storms
54
158
196
34
52
149
85
78
27
12
33
36
16

Hits
12
48
43
0
1
48
41
56
21
0
4
0
0

Misses
13
19
18
0
1
31
14
15
2
0
11
4
1

False Alarms
61
213
292
57
62
201
136
90
34
17
39
44
22

POD
48.0%
71.6%
70.5%
NaN
50.0%
60.1%
74.5%
78.9%
91.3%
NaN
26.7%
0.00%
0.00%

FAR
83.6%
81.6%
87.2%
100%
98.4%
80.7%
76.8%
61.6%
61.8%
100%
90.7%
100%
100%

CSI
0.14
0.17
0.12
0.00
0.02
0.17
0.21
0.35
0.37
0.00
0.07
0.00
0.00

etc. If it is found that the results are spatially sensitive it could give a starting point
for future studies in trying to diagnose the specific roles of aforementioned potential
errors and the high false alarm rates.
The spatial sensitivity shows a dynamic range of false alarm rates from 61.6%
to 100% and CSI scores from 0.00 to 0.37 as seen in Table 4.4. Breaking down the
initial results spatially, the false alarm rates are still much higher than the Schultz
et al. (2009) and Schultz et al. (2011) studies, however there were a couple locations,
domains 8 and 9, that were more in line with the Schultz et al. (2016b) study. Unfortunately the lowered false alarm rate in domain 9 could be explained by there being
a small sample and its sample being dominated by fairly intense storms on 22 April
2017. Domain 8, which encompasses portions of Texas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas as
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well as all of Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama, does have a sizable sample size
and the results may be physically plausible. It is also interesting to note the Domain
8 includes, but is not limited to, the domain used in Schultz et al. (2016b).
Outside of the two aforementioned domains, false alarm rates are fairly consistent in the 80% to 100% range as seen in the original testing for all domains. Despite
one or two domains performing better and more like previous results, the other eleven
show that the high false alarms are more of a systematic issue that is not controlled
by spatial bounds. This result points toward the high false alarm rates not being
affected much by spatial controls which may indicate that the conceptual model of
the LJA on the GLM is failing due to errors in GLM flash rate measurements and/or
GLM LJA system errors.

4.2.2.2

Threshold Sensitivity

Sensitivity tests are also run by varying the sigma and minimum flash per
minute thresholds. The original two-sigma 10 flash per minute thresholds were chosen
after sensitivity testing was done on them using LMA’s. Since the GLM is a different
instrument giving us potentially different magnitudes and trends of lightning at times
as shown in Section 4.1, it is important to rerun this sensitivity testing to see if there
is a better combination that fits the GLM better.
In this testing sigma levels are varying between 1.0 and 4.0 by increments
of 0.1, and the minimum flash per minute thresholds are varied from 0 to 25 by
increments of 1. At each pair of thresholds POD, FAR, and CSI are all calculated to
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Figure 4.7: Results of the threshold sensitivity testing on the large sample size study
showing POD (top), FAR (middle), and CSI (bottom). Darker blues indicated the
higher performing values.
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try and determine what combination works the best. Figure 4.7 shows the results of
this sensitivity testing.
The POD has the highest dynamic range and varies between 19.4% and 82.8%.
The best PODs occur when the thresholds on the LJA are the most relaxed with the
lowest sigma and flash per minute thresholds. The worst PODs occur with the most
constraining LJA thresholds at the higher FPM and sigma levels. This makes intuitive
sense as a more relaxed LJA will jump much more leading to a higher probability of
a jump occurring around a severe weather report.
The FAR has a much more restrictive dynamic range and varies between 74.6%
and 90.8%. It is worth noting here that the smaller dynamic range of the FARs compared to the large dynamic range of the PODs is consistent with previous sensitivity
testing done in Schultz et al. (2016b). The FARs varies more in the minimum flash
per minute thresholds than in the sigma thresholds. The FARs are minimized at low
sigmas and high flash per minute thresholds and maximized at high sigmas and low
flash per minute thresholds. The lower FARs at higher flash per minute thresholds
make intuitive sense as a more restrictive algorithm should lead to less jumps and
only jumps in relatively intense storms are considered. However, the decreasing FAR
with decreasing sigma seems counter-intuitive given the prior logic seen in this sensitivity testing thus far. Remembering that FAR is weighted by hits (c.f. Eqn. 3.2)
and that there were roughly four times the amount of false alarms than hits at the
original configuration, this result is likely caused by there being a higher increase in
the percentage of hits over the increase in the percentage of false alarms caused by
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a less restrictive LJA. This hypothesis is backed up by the increased POD at lower
sigmas.
The CSI scores trended much like the FARs where it was maximized at higher
FPM thresholds and lower sigma thresholds while being minimized at the opposite
end. The CSI scores ranged from 0.07 to 0.22. The best CSI score of 0.22 occurred
at a sigma level of 1.1 and a minimum flash per minute threshold of 25. At these
thresholds there was a POD of 61.2% and a FAR of 74.5%. Even at these optimized
values, the FAR is still roughly 10% higher than any of the prior studies. Overall
these results suggest that there are better combinations of sigma and minimum flash
per minute thresholds for GLM that increase its skill scores, but the LJA is still
under-performing on the GLM versus LMAs, especially when it comes to the amount
of false alarms.

4.2.3

Lightning Jump MESH and VIL Statistics
To understand the high FARs using the LJA on the GLM, statistics are derived

from the radar intensity metrics because of the previously documented relationship
between lightning and radar. For every jump that occurs within the large sample
dataset, values for MESH and VIL are taken for the fifteen minutes centered on the
jump. These statistics are split up into hits and false alarms. Normalized histograms,
means, and medians are calculated for each of the two groups for MESH and VIL.
All zero values of MESH and VIL are assumed to be due to radar dropouts and are
not considered in these statistics. This is done as an effort to see if there are any
notable differences in radar derived storm intensities between hits and false alarms.
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Table 4.5: Mean and median statistics for all MESH and VIL values for hits and false
alarms for the fifteen minutes surrounding a jump. Values of 0 are not considered.

MESH
Hit
MESH
False
VIL
Hit
VIL
False

Mean

Median

24.6 mm

21.9 mm

17.1 mm

14.7 mm

33.4 kg/m2

32.9 kg/m2

27.7 kg/m2

25.1 kg/m2

This could help in the understanding of whether the false alarms are more of a result
of under-reporting of severe events or a failing of the conceptual model of the LJA on
the GLM, which would be due to GLM flash rate and/or GLM LJA system errors.
Figure 4.8 shows the normalized histograms for VIL and MESH for hits and
false alarms while Table 4.5 shows mean and median values for each category. Starting
with MESH it is clear to see that while there is some overlap, there is a clear difference
between hits and false alarms. The distribution for false alarms peaks at much smaller
values of MESH than the hits and falls off much quicker at larger values. The result
from the histogram is mirrored in the statistics where the mean and median MESH
values for hits are about 7 mm higher than for false alarms. For 78% of the time
sampled with false alarms the values were below a MESH value of 25.4 mm which
is the threshold for severe hail by the National Weather Service. A T-test yields a
p-value of much less than 0.05 (p << 0.01) indicating that the means between false
alarms and hits are statistically significantly different. The T-test was chosen because
despite there being large differences in sample size the variances were similar and the
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Figure 4.8: Normalized histograms of MESH values (top) and VIL values (bottom)
for hits (blue) and false alarms (green) for the fifteen minutes surrounding a jump.
Values range from 0 to 100 in bins of 5 and all zero values are thrown out.
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Table 4.6: Skill scores for the LJA on the GLM at a two-sigma 10 flash per minute
minimum threshold for varying minimum MESH thresholds.
MESH
Thresholds
None
10 mm
15 mm
20 mm

Hits

Misses

273
248
215
186

129
154
187
216

False
Alarms
1265
655
402
235

POD

FAR

CSI

68%
61%
53%
46%

82%
72%
65%
55%

0.16
0.23
0.27
0.29

distributions were close to normal making the T-test a valid method of measuring
significance.
Looking at VIL there are similar results but there is more overlap between
the two distributions. False alarms for VIL are still peaking at lower values than
for hits but the fall off at higher values is not as dramatic as seen in MESH. There
is a difference of 5.7 kg/m2 in the mean and 7.8 kg/m2 in the median. A T-test is
ran on the VIL distributions as well and again yields a p-value of much less than
0.05 (p << 0.01) indicating again that the means between false alarms and hits are
statistically significantly different.
Given that the peaks of the false alarm distributions are on the weaker side of
the MESH and VIL statistics, it suggests that most of the false alarms are physically
plausible and less of a result of other non-physical parameters such as under-reporting
of severe events. That being said there is still likely error due to under-reporting as
noted by the overlap of the distributions at higher MESH and VIL values. It is likely
that this issue of under-reporting was present in prior studies and there is not any
obvious evidence found here to suggest this study has an increased susceptibility to
it.
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These results suggest that adding a radar intensity threshold may be beneficial
to the operational skill of the LJA on the GLM (Rudlosky and Fuelberg 2013, e.g.,).
A drawback of adding a radar threshold however would be needing to be in a radar
domain in order to run the jump which cuts down on the amount of spatial area
the LJA could be ran. Table 4.6 shows how the original two-sigma 10 flash per
minute algorithm runs on the large sample on the GLM with objectively chosen
minimum MESH thresholds taken from the normalized histograms. If a traditional
jump occurs while the current MESH value is below the chosen minimum threshold
it is not counted as a jump. This analysis was only done on MESH because there was
a bigger separation of distributions than in VIL which indicates that there would be
better success adding a MESH threshold versus a VIL threshold. However, a prior
study by Metzger and Nuss (2013) found that out of 73 jumps using LMA that 49
of them had a rise in VIL, 17 of them had a decrease, and 7 had no net change.
Therefore there may be some utility in using VIL thresholds as well, but given the
results of the distributions in this particular study MESH should perform better.
Going from no threshold to a 10 mm threshold shows the biggest decrease in
FAR (10% decrease) while not having a relatively large effect on POD (7% decrease).
The raw false alarm count was cut in roughly half, but the FAR did not decrease as
much due to the concurrent decrease in hits. The CSI score was also raised by 0.07
up to a value of 0.23. As we increase the MESH value needed for a jump, the false
alarms continue to fall, but the hits do as well. Despite a rising CSI through these
results the higher thresholds would likely be rejected for most operational uses due
to dropping the POD to near 50% and below.
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4.2.4

Timing Between First Jump and MESH Thresholds
Given the high false alarm rates and lower skill scores compared to previous

studies, this section describes another way to look at the jump to reinforce or dispute
the hypothesis that there appears to be physical errors in the LJA on the GLM consisting of one or more of: physical conceptual model errors, GLM flash measurement
errors, and/or GLM LJA system error. This analysis will look at the timing of the
first jump of the storm compared to three different values of MESH: 25.4 mm (severe
hail threshold considered by the NWS), 40.0 mm (significant severe hail threshold
considered by the NWS), and the maximum of each storm. Theoretically if the LJA
is working properly on the GLM there should be a jump around the time the lowest
(25.4 mm) threshold is crossed as that is the first sign of a strong intense storm, a
jump prior to the 40.0 mm threshold as the storm has intensified enough to possibly
produce significant severe hail and thus should have had at least one jump by this
time, and finally there should be a jump prior to the maximum MESH of the storm
as it indicates the strongest point in the storm’s life cycle. A prior study using LMAs
found that for the 25.4 mm threshold the median first jump time was 11 minutes after
and for the maximum threshold the median first jump time was 16 minutes before,
which fits with the conceptual model laid out here and prior (Schultz et al. 2016a).
It is worth noting that since MESH thresholds of severe and significant severe hail
sizes are used that it has been found that MESH tends to slightly overestimate the
reported hail size on the ground (Brimelow et al. 2002).
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Figure 4.9: Distributions of the difference in timing between given MESH thresholds
and the first jump. A positive (negative) time means the first jump occurred before
(after) the given thresholds. The thresholds are from top to bottom: 25.4 mm, 40.0
mm, and maximum.
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The results of this analysis are given in Figure 4.9. The 25.4 mm MESH value
tends to occur prior to the first jump in the GLM, however there is a long tail of
jumps that occur prior to this threshold. The mean jump time was 3 minutes after
this threshold and the median was 10 minutes after. This lines up fairly well with
Schultz et al. (2016a) findings with LMA where it was found the jump median was
11 minutes after this threshold for LMA. This also agrees with the conceptual model
that the first jump should be occurring right around this time as it indicates the
initial intensification of the storm.
The 40.0 mm MESH value has a large peak of values right around the 0 minute
time frame meaning that the 40.0 mm MESH value occurs nearly simultaneously with
the first jump of the storm. There are also large tails in both directions with this
threshold. The mean jump time was 3 minutes before while the median jump time
was 2 minutes before for this threshold. Given the conceptual model of the LJA the
first jump would have been expected to occur well prior to this. A 40.0 mm MESH
values indicates a fairly significant storm that should have had a jump associated
with it by this point more often than not. There are a relatively large amount of first
jumps that occur after this value as well. This lines up well with what was shown in
the small sample study where there were not as many jumps in the GLM as in the
LMA at the beginning of the storm when it was intensifying the most.
Moving onto the maximum MESH of a storm the distribution is a near normal
distribution with its peak again near the 0 minute line. There is a longer tail in the
positive direction than in the negative for this threshold. This threshold had a mean
first jump time of 6 minutes before and a median first jump time of 2 minutes before.
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This median jump time of 2 minutes prior is significantly less than the LMA study
from Schultz et al. (2016a) that had a median time of 16 minutes at this threshold.
This is again reinforcing a prior result where it was found the GLM was not jumping
as much during the storm’s initial intensification periods when severe weather might
be expected after the first pulse in the updraft.
Overall, outside of the 25.4 mm threshold, there was a decrease in mean and
median jump times prior to the other two thresholds being met. This result is consistent with prior findings in this study that have shown the lack of jumps in the
GLM compared to the LMAs during initial intensification periods. The signs of the
means and medians are consistent with prior studies suggesting that there is not a
complete failure of the LJA on the GLM, however the vastly different magnitudes of
these statistics still suggest that the aforementioned potential errors are leading to a
degraded performance when compared to LMAs.

4.2.5

Summary
The large sample study confirmed the issues found in the smaller scale study.

With one of the most important findings being related to the number of false alarms.
In the small sample study it was found there were an abnormally high amount of
jumps in the GLM in non-severe convection and during the decaying portion of more
intense storms compared to the LMAs. This larger sample confirmed the jumps that
appear to go against the conceptual model to be a larger scale problem as well as
there were 1265 false alarms and and 82.2% FAR given the original configuration
of the LJA. Conversely, the POD was fairly consistent but slightly lower than the
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previous studies at 68%, which indicated that the high number of false alarms is the
biggest issue with the LJA on the GLM.
Spatial sensitivity testing found that there was not much difference in the
results based on where you were within the domain with a small exception of a single
sub-domain performing better than the rest. The single sub-domain, Domain 8, had a
POD of 78.9%, a FAR of 61.6%, and a CSI of 0.35 with 78 storms sampled. Threshold
sensitivity testing found that slightly higher skill scores, up to 0.22, were yielded at
lower sigma levels and high minimum flash per minute thresholds. The highest skill
score of 0.22 was at a configuration of 1.1 sigma and a minimum of 25 flashes per
minute and had a POD of 61.2% and a FAR of 74.5%.
Statistics of MESH and VIL were taken for the fifteen minutes centered on
each jump split into hits and false alarms to better understand what was physically
going on in the storm when there were false alarm jumps. It was found for both
MESH and VIL that false alarms were occurring in weaker storms as compared to
hits. Roughly 78% of the times sampled with false alarms were associated with MESH
values less than 25.4 mm. This indicates that there were many jumps not associated
with intense/severe storms. With this result the large sample was run again putting
a minimum threshold on a concurrent MESH value for a jump to occur. Increasing
the MESH threshold led to higher skill scores as FAR’s were cut down much quicker
than POD’s but there were still large decreases in POD’s that would be less useful in
an operational setting.
Finally the timing between the first jump of a storm and objectively chosen
MESH values were calculated to reinforce or refute the hypothesis that there appears
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to be physical errors in the LJA on the GLM. This analysis found that jumps were
occurring before the higher MESH thresholds and after the lowest MESH threshold
which does line up with what would be expected conceptually. However, the timing
of the jumps before the higher thresholds was a lot closer than what was found in
a prior study using LMAs and there were a relatively higher distribution of jumps
where the first jump actually occurred after these values. This lined up well with a
result from the small sample study where there were less jumps in the GLM during
initial intensification.
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Chapter 5

DISCUSSION

5.1

Additional Speculative Findings and Potential Errors

During the course of this research the high false alarm rate was the most important finding and became the main focus. Throughout this thesis it was mentioned
that overall performance degradation of the GLM LJA versus the LMA LJA was due
to two potential sources of error: GLM flash measurement error or GLM LJA system
error. Speculative discussion on what exact errors are occurring within those two
broader sources of error follows.
The GLM flash measurement error is errors in the GLM LJA caused due to
the GLM producing inaccurate flash rates. In the stronger storms errors in GLM
flash rate magnitudes were apparent as the GLM was seeing up to 3 times less flashes
than the LMA at times. During these strong storms there were also mismatches in
trends such that there were periods of decreasing GLM flash rates during increasing
LMA flash rates and increasing MESH and VIL. In the weaker storms there was
better agreement between the GLM and LMA flash rates and gross trends, but there
were still times where there would be spikes, and sometimes jumps, in GLM flash
rates not seen in the LMA and without an increase of MESH or VIL. There are also
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other GLM data sets that currently exist during the current calibration and validation
research that utilize differing filtering and clustering methods that change the flash
rate and trend data given similar tracked features (Ringhausen 2018). Finally, there
is an issue where the GLM can split relatively large flashes into many small flashes
(Bruning 2017; Mach 2017b) which could potentially explain some of the jumps the
GLM sees in weak or decaying convection. Flash size and altitudes, as measured by
the LMA, also seemed to have an effect on GLM DEs, especially in flash sizes. This
may related to potential errors caused by optical radiance extinction as there will be
less light escaping the top of the cloud due to increased scattering (flash altitude) or
less overall light originally being emitted (flash size).
The errors in the GLM LJA system have a wide range from the algorithm
itself to tracking of features. During the small scale GLM vs LMA comparisons there
were a couple of jumps (noted in Sections 4.1.1.2 and 4.1.1.4) that technically met the
criteria of a jump, but not the conceptual model of a jump as noted by Williams et al.
(1999). These jumps were associated with very minor flash rate increases (as low as a
2 flash per minute increase), but also with little variability in the 12 minutes leading
up to it, thus triggering the sigma algorithm. It was also found that there were some
false alarms that occurred at times of high MESH and VIL values indicating that
under-reporting of severe weather events may have some effect on the performance,
but this was also noted to be a potential issue in the prior LJA studies (Schultz et al.
2009, 2011, 2016b). There could also be some issues in how features are identified
and the tracking algorithm as a whole. It was noted throughout the small scale
comparisons that the tracking algorithm tended to focus more on VIL even in the
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higher flash rates. This could compound potential errors in lightning association to
features as well as there was lightning not associated nor counted due to falling just
outside of the tracked feature. There also existed issues where the tracking algorithm
merged storms based on their radar quantities briefly which greatly increased feature
sizes and thus increased the flash rate statistics. Finally, there were also issues in
setting an arbitrary GLM grid to track and obtain lightning statistics to the point
where changing where the grid started actually changed the number of jumps and
thus the POD, FAR, and CSI of a single storm.
Overall, there are a lot of potential sources of errors in this study and perhaps
there are more than what are mentioned here. It is likely that the degraded performance of the LJA when used on the GLM versus the LMA is a combination of many
of these errors rather than a single source of error itself. Throughout this research a
few of these aforementioned errors were looked into a bit more in depth and will be
discussed further.

5.1.1

Differing GLM Data Sets
During the process of this research it was found through personal contacts and

the annual GLM science team meetings that there are currently multiple GLM data
sets currently in use. These differing data sets have been used in other calibration and
validation efforts to try and maximize the utility and accuracy of the GLM. These
data sets feature differing flash clustering methods, noise reduction techniques, and
other processes before it reaches the final level two stage. Thus it is important to
once again reiterate that this study, outside of two small sample storms that utilizes
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the current GLM live feed, utilizes ten of the eleven days from the Lockheed Martin
reprocessed data set for the GLM calibration and validation field campaign.
One of these other data sets produced by a research group at the University
of Alabama Huntsville (UAH) was briefly analyzed for the Skyline, Alabama case on
22 April 2017 (Storm ID: 1) (Ringhausen 2018). For this case it was found using
the same tracked feature that there were roughly 1.5 times as many GLM flashes on
average. While it was still lower than then LMA flash rates, they were much closer
in magnitude. It was also noted that there were at least some differences in trends
between the two data sets as well. Both of these differences together could create
differences in how the LJA would run for the same storm.
Given this preliminary finding just looking at one other data set it is likely that
any changes in how the GLM data is processed would cause differences in how the
LJA runs on the GLM. It is not certain at this time to what extent these differences
would be. Therefore it should be noted that this study should only be considered
valid for the data set used in it and that any future changes to GLM flash processing
would require continued research into the performance of the GLM based LJA.

5.1.2

Storm Tracking
This section focuses on the VILFRD and WDSS-II methods used for the track-

ing of storms. During the process of creating the small sample storms the tracking
was analyzed to make sure it was performing as expected. During this process it was
noted that the VILFRD method tended to trend more with radar data than the GLM
data even at higher flash rates. A sudden drop in GLM data had a much smaller
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impact on the values of VILFRD in the feature than a sudden drop in VIL. This led
to times where there was a lot of GLM flashes falling outside the tracked feature that
was likely actually associated to that storm because the tracked feature was more
focused on the core of the storm via VIL than the extent of the lightning production
of the storm. To try and combat this a buffer was added to a few of the small sample
storms, 10 km to the East and West and 20 km to the North and South. For supercells
this buffer worked well in identifying more lightning that was likely associated to the
storm and changing the magnitudes and trends of GLM flash rates. Thus this buffer
could also have a potential effect on the skill of the LJA. However, this buffer did
not perform as well for linear and multi-cell storms as it led to more lightning from
surrounding storms to be associated with the original storm. This would complicate
any issues of trying to automate this buffer in a larger sample size study to see the
magnitude of the effects it has on the operational skill of the LJA. A potential way
of mitigating this issue would be using GLM flash extent density rather than single
point flash centroids. These issues of the tracking being more sensitive to radar and
all of the lightning likely produced by a storm not being associated with it suggests
that further exploration into improved methods of storm feature identification and
tracking is needed.
Another finding related to storm tracking is that it was found that where and
how the domains were chosen mattered. The first way it mattered has to do with
how WDSS-II and Multi-Radar Multi-Sensor (MRMS) works. Within the research
build of WDSS-II only nine radars can be used within a single domain. MRMS radar
values, including VIL, are then calculated using those nine radars. The same storm
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sampled by different combinations of radars based on how the domain was chosen
would produce differing exact results of values such as VIL and slightly different
spatial properties as well. This in turn effects values of VILFRD which will effect
tracked feature sizes and locations. Differing tracked feature sizes and locations would
cause differences in both the radar intensity metrics and lightning metrics used in this
study which could have an impact on the LJA. The other nuance of domain placement
is where exactly the GLM gird is started. As mentioned in the methodology section,
for each domain GLM flash centroids are gridded into 8 km by 8 km boxes. If the
domain is shifted slightly it will change the values of the individual GLM grid boxes
which again will effect both VILFRD and the flash rate magnitudes and trends for
a storm which could again have impacts on the LJA. A specific example of this was
looked at for the Skyline, Alabama storm on 22 April 2017 (Storm ID: 1). The storm
was sampled in differing domains from the large sample and small sample studies.
Between the two domains there were slight differences in all of the verification metrics:
GLM jump times, number of GLM jumps, hits, misses and false alarms.
During the small sample study it was also noted that from time to time there
were relatively high fluctuations in tracked feature areas in a relatively short period
of time. Some of these fluctuations were large enough that they were very likely nonphysical. An example from one of the North Alabama supercells (Storm ID 2) was
that there was a brief (5 minute) near-doubling of feature size due to a merging of two
storms based on their VIL values. Rapidly increasing cell areas could cause artificial
jumps in lightning purely due to more lightning being encapsulated within the tracked
feature rather than actual physical increases in lightning production. This could lead
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to an increase in false alarms purely due to issues in tracking. While definitely an
issue to investigate, it did appear that this was mainly an isolated issue as only a
couple cases of this were noted in the small sample study.

5.1.3

Large Flashes
GLM splitting relatively large flashes into many small flashes has been dis-

cussed as a potential problem in the current GLM flash clustering algorithm at the
previous GLM science team meetings (Bruning 2017; Mach 2017b) . This has potential implications for the LJA in that a single or multiple large flashes could artificially
cause a jump due to flash clustering issues rather than a physical increase in lightning
production. Looking at Figure 4.5 from the LMA flash size and heights section, there
are plenty of examples of sudden increases in average flash size at a particular timestep which likely points to one or more large flashes occurring at that time. During
many of these large increases there is a subsequent drop in the difference between
LMA and GLM flash rates. Sometimes this drop in difference is significant enough
that it shows that the GLM was seeing more flashes than the LMA at that time.
Looking through a handful of these LMA flash size increases with subsequent flash
rate difference drops, the flash rate drops are mainly associated with increases in
GLM flash rates rather than decreases in LMA flash rates. This is likely related to
the previous issue found of the GLM incorrectly splitting a single or multiple large
flashes.
A portion of these GLM flash rate increases associated with LMA flash size
spikes also had GLM jumps associated with them, especially during the decaying
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time period of the storm. A finding of Mecikalski et al. (2015) was that there were
increases in flash size during weaker or decaying periods of storms. Therefore this
flash splitting issue may explain at least a portion of the false jumps in the GLM
found during the decaying period of severe storms and during non-severe storms as
well. This particular issue may require more attention as it may be the most directly
related to the high false alarm rate and may be something that gets fixed in later
versions of the GLM processing methods.

5.1.4

Weak Jumps
There were two GLM jumps noted in the small scale comparisons (Sections

4.1.1.2 and 4.1.1.4) that did not subjectively appear to be jumps. These did not
subjectively appear to be jumps because there was only a small increase in flash rates
(2 flash increase in one case) associated with the jump. Both of these jumps occurred
within times that there was little variability in GLM flash rates the prior 10 minutes of
the storm. These near constant flash rates over long enough periods of time to effect
the jump is not often seen in the LMA which appears to have a lot more variability.
As mentioned in the background, sigma is the current time rate of change of two
consecutive two minute flash rate bins (DFRDT) divided by the standard deviation
of the prior 5 DFRDT bins (10 minutes). Therefore, it is possible that the GLM
is more susceptible to weak jumps caused by small flash rate increases coupled with
little prior 10 minute variability not often seen in the LMA.
Figure 5.1 shows cumulative distribution frequencies of DFRDT values at the
time of a jump and the standard deviation of DFRDT values in the 10 minutes prior.
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Figure 5.1: Cumulative distribution frequencies of DFRDT values at the time of
jumps (top) and the standard deviation of the DFRDT values in the 10 minutes prior
to the jump (bottom) for both hits (blue) and false alarms (green).
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These distributions were made to determine if there were more false alarms occurring
due to weaker standard deviation values due to decreased variability than hits. It
does appear that there are slightly more false alarms at weaker standard deviations
than hits. However, there is significant overlap, thus adding any sort of minimum
standard deviation threshold as well would also decrease the amount of hits. This
again indicates that weak jumps may explain some small portion of the false alarms,
but there are some weak jumps also associated with hits.
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Chapter 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1

Summary

During the small sample comparisons of the GLM and the LMA for the same
subset of storms it was found that there were differences, sometimes significant, in
flash rates and trends between the two systems. These disagreements caused for
there to be differences in how the LJA acted between the two systems. There were a
few items of particular note that were also looked at during the large sample study
conducted. The biggest item was that initial results running the original algorithm
on the GLM showed there were more false alarm jumps during non-severe convection
and during the decaying portion of stronger storms as well the lightning being less
correlated with radar metrics, which indicates there are errors in the LJA on the
GLM. These errors are thought to be one or all of the following: a breakdown of the
physical conceptual model of the LJA, GLM flash measurement error, or GLM LJA
system error including tracking and lightning association. In the large sample study
it was found that there was a relatively high false alarm rate at 82% which is roughly
20% higher than any other study had seen prior, while the POD of 68% lined up well
with the Schultz et al. (2016b) study. Distributions of MESH and VIL were taken for
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the fifteen minutes centered on every jump in the large sample study. It was found
many of the false alarms came from weaker storms via MESH and VIL as seen in the
small sample study.
Storms in the LMA vs GLM comparison were taken from various regions to try
and diagnose if there was any bias in how the two systems compared based on region.
It was found that the aforementioned issues occurred in most of the storms regardless
of region. The large sample study also did spatial sensitivity testing through 13 subdomains and found similar results for all the domains except two, with one of those
two likely being biased by a small sample. Therefore it was concluded that the LJA
is not likely spatially sensitive.
In the large sample study there was also sensitivity testing done on the sigma
and minimum flash per minute thresholds. Probability of detection was its greatest
when these values were the most relaxed (low sigma and low flash per minute minimums). This was likely do to artificially increasing the number of jumps by changing
its definition leading to more hits due to randomness. The false alarm rate was lowest at lower sigma and high flash per minute minimums. The lower values at lower
sigma were associated with a large increase in the raw number of false alarms, but
the percentage increase in false alarms was less than the increase in hits causing a
decrease in the FAR. The best skill scores was at a configuration of 1.1 sigma and 25
flash minimum that had a POD of 61% and FAR of 74%.
In the GLM vs LMA comparisons it was also noted that the LMA started
jumping earlier and more often at the beginning of a storm’s intensification when
compared to the GLM. These results were mirrored in the large sample study where
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it was found that there were many cases where the first jump of the storm did not
occur until after very high values (greater than 40 mm) of MESH and after the max
MESH values of a storm.
Overall, the LJA while ran on the GLM performed worse than on the GLM
than on LMAs in terms of false alarms and skill scores, and similar to slightly worse
in terms of probability of detection.

6.2

Conclusion

The key results from this study are summarized in the following list:

• The most significant differences in flash rates and trends were found in extraordinary intense storms with high flash rates as seen by the LMA. During these
storms LMA saw as many as three times the flashes as the GLM.
• Given the large differences in the subset of 7 storms there were subsequent
differences in how the LJA ran as well. The LMA tended to jump earlier and
more often during the initial intensification of the storms. During the mature
phase of the storm the jumps between the two systems lined up the best with a
total of 13 jumps being within 10 minutes of each other. However, overall there
was little agreement in jump timing with 25 jumps not lining up well. Finally,
as the storm began to decay the GLM began to jump a lot with 11 jumps with
only 2 jumps seen in the LMA. During non-severe storms the GLM was seen
to jump at a relatively high rate with 4 jumps when compared to the LMA at
1 jump. The latter results suggest there are errors in the LJA on the GLM
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thought to be pertaining to one or more of the following: a breakdown of the
physical conceptual model of the LJA, GLM flash measurement error, or GLM
LJA system error including tracking and lightning association.
• When the LJA was run independently on the GLM over a large sample of 930
storms at its original 2-sigma minimum 10 flash per minute threshold there were
273 hits, 129 misses, 1265 false alarms, 67.9% POD, 82.2% FAR, and a 0.16 CSI
score. Spatial sensitivity testing yielded a result of the LJA not being sensitive
to various spatial controls on the GLM. Threshold sensitivity testing found that
lower sigma values with higher flash per minute thresholds had the highest skill
scores due to higher increases in the percentage of hits despite large increases
in the raw number of false alarms. The configuration with the best skill score
was 1.1 sigma and 25 flashes per minute and yielded a POD of 61.2%, FAR of
74.5%, and CSI of 0.22.
• The high false alarm rate was the most important finding of the LJA on the
GLM. MESH and VIL distributions of jumps that were hits and false alarms
yielded a result that false alarms were on average weaker than hits. For MESH
false alarms were 7.5 mm weaker on mean and 7.2 mm weaker on median. For
VIL false alarms were 5.4 kg/m2 on mean and 7.8 kg/m2 on median.

6.3

Future Work

There are many additional lines of potential future work found in this study.
A lot of the work has to do with diagnosing and potentially fixing the issues of the
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high number of false alarms. The hypothesized set of potential errors in this study
was discussed in depth in Chapter 5. Recommendations on the work moving forward
from that speculative discussion and a few other notes are discussed in this section.
The first recommendation is to do further and deeper analysis on the tracking
method as discussed in Section 5.1.2. A lot of potential issues were found with the
tracking throughout this study. These potential issues ranged from choosing where
to start your grid matters to lightning being missed due to the tracking being more
biased towards the radar values. One recommendation is moving towards using flash
extent densities rather than flash centroids to better lightning association. It is also
recommended that the tracking is moved to a GLM primary or GLM only tracking
method using the fixed GLM grid. This would remove the need to arbitrarily choose
the grid for each individual case and may alleviate some of the problems with lightning
not being associated with features due to the tracking being biased by radar. In a
GLM only tracking algorithm other instruments on the GOES series satellites could
be used to track storms prior to initial lightning production.
Another recommendation is studying the potential issue of the GLM splitting
large flashes into many small flashes as discussed in Section 5.1.3. Larger flashes tend
to occur in weaker storms and during the decay of stronger storms. These are two
periods where it was noted in the small sample study that there were an increased
number of lightning jumps in the GLM where they normally would not be expected
and not seen in the LMA. This issue could also have large impacts on the false
alarm rate. A flash by flash study during the aforementioned times could be done
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to determine the exact effects of this issue, and bettering flash clustering algorithms
and filtering methods could also help to alleviate this issue.
A further recommendation would be to analyze the sensitivity of these results
to varying GLM data sets as mentioned in Section 5.1.1. There exists other GLM
data sets that go through different processing techniques that given different flash
rates and trends. It would be important to see if differing data sets given the same
sample of storms noted here would result in notably different outcomes, which could
help narrow down what potential errors are causing the most problems in the LJA
on the GLM.
In section 5.1.4 the potential error of weak jumps due to decreased variability
of GLM flash rates is discussed. It was found that there are slightly more false alarms
at weaker standard deviation values than hits, but there is large overlap between the
two distributions. It is recommended that similar distributions are made using the
LMA data sets from prior studies such as Schultz et al. (2016b) to compare the two
systems. If there are overall more jumps occurring due to decreased variability of
GLM flash rates when compared to the LMA it may be worth looking into different
algorithms to diagnose jumps on the GLM than the sigma algorithm as defined in
Schultz et al. (2009).
Since the beginning of optical lightning detecting systems there have been studies looking into the decreased DEs of these systems due to optical extinction. Optical
extinction is caused when the light from a lightning flash is scattered so much by cloud
ice and water that it reduces or completely suppresses the amount of light escaping
the cloud to the point that the optical instruments will not detect it (Thomson and
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Krider 1982). The GLM has been noted to also have reduced DEs when there is more
cloud ice and water (Rutledge et al. 2018). Therefore another recommendation is to
look at dual-polarization radar products and hydrometer identifications to determine
the potential role of increase light scattering and optical extinction on GLM flash rate
variability.
Another potential area that is recommend to be looked into further is flash
optical energy. The GLM is able to detect the magnitude of the light escaping the
top of a cloud from a lightning flash (Goodman et al. 2013). Prior studies have shown
that while individual flashes emit more optical energy in weaker storms, that overall
stronger storms emit more total optical energy (Peterson and Liu 2013). Future
studies will try and further explore this link between optical energy and storm strength
in the context of the GLM.
It may also be worth investigating in more depth than was done in this study
whether or not adding radar thresholds, such as a minimum MESH value, benefits
the LJA on the GLM in any way. Lastly, an analysis on the lead times of GLM jumps
to severe weather reports will also be conducted on the large sample storms.
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